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Example of Using User Boot Mode of Renesas 0.18µm Flash Devices with Xmodem Data Transfer

Introduction

All Renesas SH and H8 Flash based microcontrollers have the ability to self-program their Flash memory. These devices have a built-in bootloader called ‘boot mode’ which enables a blank device to be programmed via a specified serial channel. The code of ‘boot mode’ is hard coded into the micro and cannot be changed by the user.

Boot mode can sometimes impose limitations on the system being designed as data must be transferred by a particular serial channel which in turn can limit the speed of transferring data into the device. In situations where a different communications medium, such as a parallel interface or CAN bus, is to be used then a bootloader must be implemented by the user. Such a bootloader for Renesas H8S microcontrollers is described in apps note REG05B0023-0100.

When a custom bootloader integrates with a target application the performance of this application can be impacted as often the interrupt vector table cannot be modified and a jump table must be used. Also, some sort of protection must be implemented to prevent corruption of the bootloader itself. Renesas 0.18µm SH and H8 microcontrollers feature an additional ‘user boot mode’ which simplifies the implementation of a custom Flash bootloader. In user boot mode the microcontroller is booted from a section of Flash memory, typically 8kB in size, which is separate from the main Flash memory. In this mode this smaller Flash block is mapped into the address map from address zero.

This application note presents the implementation of a serial Flash bootloader with data transfer via the Xmodem protocol using user boot mode for H8/3069F and SH7058F microcontrollers. The projects, including C source code, are available for download with this apps note. It is not the intention of this document to detail the Flash programming algorithms, for this it is recommended that apps notes REG05B0021-0100 and REG05B0022-0100 are studied in conjunction with this apps note.

The H8/3069F project has been produced using Renesas’ High-performance Embedded Workshop (HEW) v1.3 and the Renesas H8 compiler v4.0a and tested using an EDK3069F. The SH7058F code has been developed again using HEW v1.3 with the Renesas SH compiler v6.0a and tested using a CDK7058F.
The Application

It is intended that the application is run from user boot mode of the device and SCI channel 1 of the microcontroller is connected, via an RS-232 converter, to a host computer running terminal software, e.g. Hyperterminal. When the application starts it configures the SCI channel to 57600 baud 8-N-1 and sends the menu shown in figure 1 to the host.

![Figure 1: Bootloader Terminal Window](image)

The bootloader menu options should not need any explanation. However, how the code behind these options functions will be covered by the rest of this app's note.
User Boot Mode

As previously mentioned, all Renesas H8 and SH microcontrollers with Flash memory based on 0.18µm technology have two built in boot modes. ‘Boot mode’ is the normal mode found on all Renesas H8 and SH Flash microcontrollers which enables a micro with blank Flash to be programmed. It functions by executing a program from ‘hidden’ memory which auto-bauds with a host computer via a specific SCI channel and then downloads a programming kernel into internal RAM which is then executed. It is this kernel which performs the programming operation on the Flash. The operation described above and the SCI channel used for the kernel download is set at the factory and cannot be changed by the user.

However, a second boot mode is available on 0.18µm Flash based Renesas H8 and SH microcontrollers called ‘user boot mode’. In this mode the device boots from an 8kB area of Flash memory which is separate to the main, larger area of Flash. Using ‘normal’ boot mode and a utility such as Flash Development Toolkit (FDT) available from the Renesas website, it is possible to load a user written bootloader program which executes whenever user boot mode is entered. Therefore, the way the main, larger area of Flash is programmed i.e. gets it data, can be completely user defined. The advantage of using this user boot mode is that the program that resides in the main area of Flash does not have to have any limitations imposed on it as it does not have to live with a bootloader. Such limitations are described in apps note REG05B0023-0100. Also, the limitations of normal boot mode such as using a specific SCI channel are not imposed on the bootloader. It is as easy to produce a bootloader that receives its data across a CAN channel as one that uses standard serial comms. In addition, problems of protecting the bootloader are reduced as its Flash can only be erased and programmed via ‘normal’ boot mode. So, as long as ‘normal’ boot mode is not entered and intialised the user boot mode Flash will be protected.

For clarity it is worth stating that the user boot mode 8kB area of Flash must be programmed from ‘normal’ boot mode before any code can be executed from it. In other words this area of Flash is blank at the time of manufacture. Also, both the boot mode and user boot mode areas of Flash are erased during ‘normal’ boot mode as a security precaution.
The memory map for this xmodem user boot mode application for the H8/3069F is shown in figure 2.

![Memory Map Diagram]

**Figure 2: H8/3069F User Boot Mode Application Memory Map**
Figure 3 shows the memory map for the xmodem user boot mode application for the SH7058F microcontroller.

Section ‘A’ shown in the memory map is the user boot mode 8kB of Flash memory where the bootloader program, described in this apps note, is stored and executed from. This area of Flash can be programmed using FDT.

Section ‘B’ is a 4kB area of internal RAM which is used by the 0.18μm built-in erasing and programming routines. See the ROM section in the relevant device’s hardware manual and apps note REG05B0022-0100 for further details. The specific area of internal RAM used by the built-in routines is configurable.

Section ‘C’ is an area of internal RAM that stores user written code that calls the built-in routines in section ‘B’. The code that erases and programs the Flash memory must execute from an area other than Flash memory, i.e. internal RAM.

Section ‘D’ is the remaining area of internal RAM available to the bootloader program for global data and its stack etc.
Building Application Code for Execution from Internal RAM

When programming or erasing the internal Flash memory of Renesas H8 and SH microcontrollers code must be executed from outside of the Flash memory. Typically this means from internal RAM. At first the solution to this ‘problem’ seems straight forward enough. At runtime copy the program or erase routine from Flash into RAM and call it via a function pointer. In many cases this method will work but cannot be guaranteed. The reason being that any jumps within the code or to subroutines may refer to absolute addresses. So, the code may be executing ok in RAM and then jump back into the Flash unexpectedly. This can be avoided by using only branch statements that use offsets relative to the program counter but unfortunately with the current H8 tools there is no way to force the output of position independent code exclusively utilising branches.

The solution to this problem is to link the code that must run from RAM to the actual RAM addresses at build time. This can introduce further problems; the first is that of library routines. If a RAM based function is part of a larger project, such as a bootloader, then it may happily run from RAM but may feature calls to library routines that are linked to Flash addresses causing accesses to Flash memory at undesirable moments during execution. Even something as innocuous as the C statement below can result in a library call.

\[ i = 1 \ll \text{some\_variable}; \]

So, simply looking through the C source and avoiding calls to functions such as ‘printf’ is not enough to guarantee that there are no library calls to Flash based routines.

The second issue concerning copying functions from Flash to RAM is that of constant data. If the RAM routine makes reference to constant data, including things like string literals, this can cause the Flash memory to be accessed.

A third consideration is how to get code that is linked to RAM into Flash for storage at build time and then back into RAM at runtime for execution.

A solution to these problems is to place the RAM based routines into completely separate projects or builds with all code, variable and constant data linked to the RAM addresses. This eliminates the problems of jumps back into Flash for code, libraries and constant data. Getting this code from the RAM addresses into the Flash for storage at build time can be achieved by using the ‘motice_cl’ utility and method described in application note REG05B0021-0100.

This utility converts an s-record file into a constant C array. For example, a Flash erasing function is built as a separate project and linked to RAM. The linker is configured so that it outputs an s-record file for this project. This file is processed by ‘motice_cl’ which turns it into a constant C array which can then be included in the bootloader project. As the array is constant data it resides in the Flash. When the erase routine is to be called by the bootloader the constant array data is copied to the correct place in RAM and called by a function pointer. While the erase routine is
executing only RAM is accessed for program code and data as this is all the routine knows about as it has been linked to RAM addresses in a separate project.

The above method relies on 3 things being known at runtime. These are:

The start address that the RAM code should be copied to from Flash. This is achieved by storing the constant data as part of a structure which contains the start address (put there by ‘motice_cl’ from the s-record) and the length of the data.

The size of the data to be copied to RAM so the copying routine knows how much data to move. See the explanation above for how this is known.

If the RAM based code contains multiple functions, e.g. erase and delay routines, the start addresses for these functions must be known so they can be correctly called via function pointers. This can be achieved by loading these addresses into a ‘function pointer’ table starting at the beginning of the RAM code area. Although the addresses of the functions may change, the location of where the value and order of these are stored does not and is known by the bootloader. So, all the bootloader must do is read the correct address and call the function via a pointer.
Figure 4 shows the hierarchy of the bootloader project with its dependencies on the erasing and programming projects.

Figure 4: Bootloader Project Hierarchy

Space must be reserved in the bootloader RAM space for the section ‘C’ RAM based programming and erasing routines to be copied to and run from. Both the programming and erasing routines are linked to occupy the same area of RAM in order to make the most efficient use of the available RAM. This is possible as both routines are not dependant on each other and so they don’t need to be ready for execution simultaneously.
The RAM is reserved by locating a suitably sized array and locating it at the correct addresses using the Renesas H8 and SH compilers’ ‘#pragma section’ directive. A section called ‘BPROGERASE’ is created in the linker section map and the array, called ‘ProgEraseArray’ of type unsigned char, located there using the code shown below which is taken from ‘userbootmodexmodem.c’.

```c
#pragma section PROGERASE
unsigned char ProgEraseArray[ 512 ];
#pragma section
```

Although 512 bytes are reserved the actual code space used is less than this but this allows a margin of safety.

As previously mentioned, a function pointer table is located at the start of the RAM based code (section ‘C’). These function pointers allow the bootloader to call the RAM based functions. The code segment below from ‘program018.c’ shows the creation of this pointer table; there is a similar code segment in ‘erase018.c’.

```c
#pragma section PTRTABLE
const pt2Function ptrtable[] = {
   Program018FlashLine
};
#pragma section
```

The section ‘CPTRTABLE’ is created in the linker section map for both the ‘program018’ and ‘erase018’ projects.
Calling the RAM Based Programming & Erasing Routines

Taking the call to the code which programs a Flash line found in ‘command.c’ as an example. Running the RAM based code in section ‘C’ is a case of copying the constant data from the Flash based array in the ‘program’ structure located in ‘program018converted.c’ into the correct locations in RAM. A function pointer to the ‘Program018FlashLine’ function is initialised and used to call the function. The code segment below, from ‘command.c’ shows this process in practice.

```c
// load the program function into RAM
memcpy( (void *)program.start_address, (void *)program.data, program.data_length );

...

// load the function pointer
ptr = ( (unsigned long *) &ProgEraseArray);
fprog = (pt2FunctionProg) *ptr;

Status = fprog( Address, (unsigned char *) &RxByteBuffer[3 + 1] );
```

The call to the programming function is passed the Flash address that is to be the first address to be programmed. The second parameter is a pointer to the data to be programmed at this address.

The procedure for initialising and running the erase function is similar and can be seen by examining the code in the ‘command.c’ file.
Putting It All Together

The release build of the bootloader application as supplied in the file downloadable with this app note is the only valid build configuration. It is expected that the resulting s-record file from this project is loaded directly into the user boot mode area of Flash.

The H8/3069F device on the EDK3069F can be placed in user boot mode by setting the ‘Boot_NMI’ jumper to position 2-3 and resetting the board.

The SH7058F on the CDK7058F can be placed into user boot mode by setting all J5 jumpers to the 1-2 position and resetting the micro.

When the bootloader is first started with SCI1 connected to a host terminal running at 57600 8-N-1 the terminal should display the menu shown in figure 1. Option 1 erases the whole of the ‘normal’ Flash memory area as shown in figure 5.

![Figure 5: Erasing All User Flash Blocks](image)

Option 2 allows individual Flash blocks to be erased. Remember that the Flash must be erased prior to programming.
With the Flash memory erased a target application can be downloaded into the ‘normal’ Flash memory using the Xmodem transfer protocol. Figure 6 shows that when option 3 is selected a 32-bit address must be entered which is the address where Flash programming will begin. In figure 6 the address is H’00000000. The transfer is set-up in the terminal program and the Xmodem download starts in response to the bootloader sending a start signal to the host. The file downloaded should be in binary format.

![Image of terminal window](image.png)

**Figure 6: Downloading the Target Application Using Xmodem**

The HEW workspace downloadable with this apps note contains a project named ‘LedFlash’ with the release build configured to produce a binary file output called ‘ledflash.bin’. This test program can be downloaded into the Flash memory; if successful when the device is booted into a ‘normal’ operating mode with on-chip Flash enabled the LEDs on the EDK/CDK should Flash.
Summary

Although Renesas H8 and SH Flash microcontrollers have a built-in boot mode there are situations where a custom bootloader is advantageous. The 0.18µm Flash technology makes user boot mode available which greatly simplifies the development of such a bootloader. It is hoped that this application note has gone some way to discuss the implementation of a custom bootloader using the xmodem protocol for its data transfer. The sample application should hopefully provide a basis for further development.
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